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An urban tension about ridehailing: Uber 

experience in Istanbul 

Abstract 

New mobility services (NMS) emerge and survive where the traditional mobility systems 

cannot meet the specific needs of transport users. Ridehailing service, which has started in 

the USA in the late 2000’s, is one of these ever-growing NMS alternatives. The service relies 

on smartphone applications to connect paying passengers with drivers who provide rides for a 

fee in their private vehicles. The system in general is designed and operated by transport 

network companies. Some of the most known companies are Uber (the international actor), 

followed by regional players such as Lyft (some States of USA), Didi (China), Ola (India), Haxi 

(Europe), and Gett (Europe).  

Istanbul revealed as the most congested city in Europe. TomTom writes: “The average 30 

min. drive in the city will take over an hour during evening rush hour, leading to an extra 125 

hours wasted stuck in traffic every year.” Ridehailing services have started in Istanbul (Turkey) 

market in recent years (last 4 years), with some companies (BiTaksi, Uber, Olev, Careem, 

Yolo) of which Uber is the most ambitious one. However, introducing this new mobility service 

is not so easy as the existing operators in the market do not want to share it (there are 1675 

thousand taxi passengers/day today, which was only 400 thousand in 2004 in Istanbul). 

Downloads of the Uber app in Istanbul has risen fivefold in March 2018, tensions between 

traditional taxicab drivers and Uber drivers, grow day by day, however this competition has 

turned violent. Some Uber drivers in have been beaten. A union of taxi drivers has taken Uber 

to court, asking the authorities to block access to its app.  

This study focuses on how the protests happened in recent months in Istanbul, how the 

process was progressed, who participated in these protests and what is needed for solutions. 

The empirical data for this study are collected through documentary sources. Research 

questions of the study are: 

 What are the reasons for the protests?  

 What are the advantages and disadvantages of ridehailing services to transport users?  

 Who are the shareholders? Who are the opponents?  

 What is the result of the protests? 

 Which forms of strategies are needed? 

The findings summarize the Uber story in Istanbul: the advantages submitted to the taxi users, 

the struggle between traditional taxi cab drivers and technology based ridehailing services, the 

protests from the local taxi riders side and the final situation after intervention of government 

side. 

Keywords: Protests about Uber, Istanbul, taxi sector, ridehailing services 
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1. Introduction 

New mobility services (NMS) emerge and survive where the traditional mobility systems can’t 

meet the specific needs of transport users. People are getting more “mobile” and “connected” 

and increasingly demanding smarter, safer and more efficient solutions for their travel needs. 

Transport service providers now need to search for additional services to their users in order 

not to disappear in this “smart” market.  

Building on some new services (e.g., car-, bike-sharing etc.) and the developments in 

information and communication technologies, the concept of “Mobility as a Service” (MaaS) 

has recently come to agenda. The main idea is to offer convenient door-to-door transport 

without the need to own a private vehicle. MaaS concept relies on digital platforms that 

integrate end-to-end trip planning, booking, electronic ticketing, and payment services across 

all modes of transportation, either public or private. According to Kamargianni et al. (2016) the 

term MaaS stands for buying mobility services based on consumer needs instead of buying 

the means of mobility. Karlsson et al. (2016) underline a compromise between different parties 

in the market, as MaaS relies on cooperation and collaboration, on the notion of a co-

operative and interconnected transport system (including services, infrastructure, information, 

and payment), where boundaries between not only transport modes are blurred but also 

between public and private operators  

“Ridehailing” service, which has started in the USA in the late 2000’s, is one of these ever-

growing NMS alternatives. The service relies on smartphone applications to connect paying 

passengers with drivers who provide rides for a fee in their private vehicles. The system in 

general is designed and operated by transport network companies, who aim their profit and 

financial gain. 

The use of ridehailing and ridesharing terms are sometimes confusing, therefore needs to be 

further explained. Chan and Shaheen (2012) document the history of North American 

“ridesharing”, which traces back to car-clubs or car-sharing clubs around the 1940’s. During 

the days of World War II, the US Office of Civilian Defense’ request to group four workers to 

share in one car, in turn started first ridesharing programs (Car Sharing Club Exchange and 

Self-Dispatching System). Late 1960’s to 1980’s define another phase in ridesharing. 

Vanpooling, which occurs in a large van, high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes, which give 

special advantage to automobiles typically with two or more occupants with reserved lanes 

and casual carpooling (also known as slugging), which is an informal form of ridesharing, and 

park-and-ride facilities (also known as carpool parking lots), which allowed commuters to park 

their personal vehicles and then use a public transit mode or ridesharing for the rest of the 

journey to work, are main strategies against energy crises with a focus on conserving fuel. 

Time of early organized ridesharing schemes phase define a period between 1980 and 1997. 

Transport demand management focused on mitigating traffic congestion and air quality 

problems in these days. Transport Management Associations (TMAs), which are voluntarily 

organized by large employers, developers, and local politicians, promoted a wide range of 

transportation options as an alternative to solo driving and managed the region’s carpooling 

and vanpooling programs. Employer Based Trip Reduction (EBTR) Programmes, shifted focus 

back to reducing traffic congestion in suburban office parks using trip reduction ordinances 

(TROs). These two are basic schemes of this phase. Telephone-based ridematching and 

enhanced telephone-based ridematching, that included new and developing technologies, 

started also during the 1990’s. A phase of reliable ridesharing systems is defined between 

1999 and 2004, which focused on systems to encourage ridesharings among commuters who 
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had the most reliable trip schedule. Initial online ridematching services and traveler 

information systems are basic innovations of this period. The latest phase is defined as 

technology-enabled ridematching from 2004 to present (date of the publication is 2012) 

(Fig.1).  

Although this latest phase of ridesharing, the ridematching, is the closest approach to 

ridehailing, it is still different. Chan and Shaheen (2012) underline that ridesharing differs from 

non-profit taxis and jitneys in its original financial motivation. A ridesharing payment is 

collected only to partially cover drivers’ cost, and a financial gain is not intended. In addition, 

drivers have common origins and /or destinations with the passengers.  

 

 

Fig.1: The history of North American “ridesharing”  

 

Ridehailing looks also closer to “taxi” system, however not exactly. The software in principle 

makes a ridematching between taxi users and (private car) drivers (who are registered in 

transport provider company’s system) according to their coordinates and traffic conditions for 

a fee. The cars in the system need to meet the (high) quality standards of the company, and 

the rest is all voluntarily for all parties (the transport user, the driver, and the company). 

Some of the most known companies are Uber (the international actor), followed by regional 

players such as Lyft (some states of the USA), Didi (China), Haxi (Europe), Ola (India), and 

Gett (Europe).  

Uber is a US-based company which was founded in 2009. The “ridehailing” service that Uber 

provides is available in over 600 cities in 65 countries worldwide. It has served to 75 million 

riders with 3 million drivers so far. Only in 2007, it is reported that 4 billion trips were realized, 

and as a daily basis 15 million trips are being completed (Uber Newsroom, 2018).  

Ola was founded in 2010 in Bangalore, India. Using the Ola mobile app, users across 110+ 

cities, can connect with over 1,000,000 driver-partners across cabs, auto-rickshaws, and taxis 

(About Ola, 2018). 
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Lyft was founded in the USA in 2012. The income of Lyft was 700 million USD in 2016. It 

develops, markets and operates the Lyft car transportation mobile app in some states of the 

USA.  

Xiaoju Technology Co., Ltd. was founded in Beijing and launched the Didi Dache app in June; 

Kuaizhi Technology Co., Ltd. was founded in Hangzhou and launched the Kuaidi Dache app 

in May. Both companies provided online taxi-hailing services. Didi completed 7.43 billion rides 

in 2017 (Didi Milestones, 2018).  

Haxi was founded in 2013 in London, UK, that enables users to share transport on short and 

mid-range distances. More than 100000 users and 12000 drivers use the app to get around in 

bigger cities and smaller settlements (About Haxi, 2018). 

This very rapid transform to this new concept is not always welcome. There are also some 

oppositions against ridehailing services.  

This study focuses on how the protests happened in recent months in Istanbul (Turkey), how 

the process was progressed, who participated in these protests and what is needed for 

solutions. The empirical data for this study are collected through documentary sources. The 

content of documentary sources mainly includes newspapers, TV news and internet reports.  

Research questions of the study are: 

 What are the reasons for the protests?  

 What are the advantages and disadvantages of ridehailing services to transport users?  

 Who are the shareholders? Who are the opponents?  

 What is the result of the protests? 

 Which forms of strategies are needed? 

 

2. Emergence of ridehailing services in Istanbul 

Istanbul (Turkey) is a complicated megacity which is located between two continents with its 

15 million inhabitants. The most rapid growth in the city came during the late 20th century, 

when its population increased from 983,000 in 1950 to 10,923,000 in 2000. The population 

has grown partly from expanding the city limits, especially in the 1980’s, when Istanbulites 

doubled in number. Istanbul is growing at a rate of 3.45%, making it one of the fastest growing 

metropolitans in the world (http://worldpopulationreview.com/world-cities/istanbul-population/).  

It is claimed that (Ilıcalı, 2018) in Istanbul the number of daily trips by was 400,000 in 2004, 

the number reached to 1,675,000 in 2017. Istanbul revealed as the most congested city in 

Europe. TomTom writes: “The average 30 minutes’ drive in the city will take over an hour 

during evening rush hour, leading to an extra 125 hours wasted stuck in traffic every year.” 
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In Turkey, the documents that companies request from drivers are generally;  

 D2 certificate (a certificate given by MoTMC of Turkey to people or entities who 

transport people as a commercial activity in urban areas) 

 Türsab Road Certificate (a certificate given by the Turkish Union of Travel Agencies to 

commercial entities who organizes touristic activities, “B” class of this certificate is for 

organizing travel) 

 Driving license 

 Copy of the ID card 

 Certificate of residence 

 Copy of diploma 

 Certificate for blood type 

 Criminal record 

 Vehicle’s license documents 

 Vehicle’s periodic inspection record 

 Vehicle’s insurance documents. 

In Turkey, management of urban traffic is under responsibility of local governments, thus 

greater city municipalities. The municipality decides the number of taxi plates needed in 

metropolitan area, and without possessing one of these limited number of plates, executing a 

professional taxi operating activity within municipal borders is prohibited. The ridehailing 

companies used the D2 certificate of the government as a trick to overcome the legal 

arrangements and began their operations. 

BiTaksi is one of the companies that operate in Istanbul and Ankara. It works with yellow taxis’ 

drivers who accept to register in BiTaksi system. The fee for ride can be paid either cash or by 

credit card via application (BiTaksi, 2018).   

Olev provides VIP service to its users in Istanbul. Payment method is by credit card via 

application (Olev, 2018). 

Careem is an international company that gives service to 13 countries in Middle East 

(e.g.,UAE, Pakistan and Turkey). In Ankara service is provided in Istanbul, Bursa and Adana. 

Payment method is cash, by credit card or by Careem credits (Careem, 2018).  

Yolo provides service in Istanbul, Ankara, Adana, Antalya and Bodrum (Mugla). It gives 

reservation opportunity and online support to its users (Yolo, 2018).  

Although VIP transfer service to airports is well known in many cities, ridehailing services have 

started in Istanbul (Turkey) market in recent years (last 4 years), with some companies 

(BiTaksi, Uber, Olev, Careem, Yolo) of which Uber is the most ambitious one.  

All of these services work on their own smartphone applications to connect passengers (taxi 

users) with drivers who provide rides for a fee in their private vehicles (Fig. 2). 
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Fig.2: Screenshots of smartphone applications of ridehailing services in Istanbul 

On May 29, 2018 Turkish Prime Minister (Binali Yıldırım) declared that use of D2 certificates 

for any “pirate taxi” activities is prohibited. That was the first serious response from 

government side. 

The next day the inspections began and if the driver is not the same person with the certificate 

D2 holder, a penalty is given. If the driver and the certificate holder are the same, the vehicle 

is banned from traffic 60 days. Uber tried to continue its activity despite these penalties, but 

the most disappointing declaration came a few days later.  

On June 1, 2018, this time Turkish President declared that “Uber is over in Turkey.” 

2.1 What are the reasons for the protests? 

Introducing this new mobility service was not so easy in Istanbul, and in a very short time Uber 

became the symbol of protests against ridehailing in Istanbul. Downloads of the Uber app in 

Istanbul has risen fivefold in March 2018, tensions between traditional taxicab drivers and 

Uber drivers, grow day by day, however this competition has turned violent. Some Uber 

drivers have been beaten. A union of taxi drivers has taken Uber to court, asking the 

authorities to block access to its app.  

Many people believe that the main reason behind the protests is the unwilling to share the 

existing market pie. 

Despite this ever-increasing population, number of taxi plates remains the same, limited to 

18,000. The latest update for the number of plates in Istanbul was in 1966 (in 1991, a limited 

number, 500 plates were given only for the ones which have been cancelled for any reason. It 

is claimed that the price of a taxi plate is about 1,680,000 TL (1,680,000 TL = 368,275.35 

USD- 1TL=0,22 USD, 11.06.2018) (Semercioğlu, 2018). The total value of these plates is 

higher than 30 billion TL (over 6,6 million USD).  

With the introduction of ridehailing services in the market, this pie of 1,675 thousand taxi riders 

is being travelled by Uber, BiTaksi, Olev, Careem, and Yolo in addition to traditional taxi cabs. 

The number of Uber drivers is believed to be over 5,000. Taxi cab drivers are complaining 

about a sharp decrease in their plates’ value, which they never want to lose. An Uber driver, 

on the other hand, doesn’t pay for any plate to operate in Istanbul traffic. If they have the 
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necessary certificates for transporting for tourism, buying a van car (about 33,000 USD) is an 

alternative and cheaper solution to get share from taxi pie.  

From the government side, (former) Prime Minister and President of Turkey took their sides on 

the Turkish taxi drivers’ side against “global” capital.  

2.1 What are the advantages and disadvantages of ridehailing services to 

transport users?  

From taxi user side, Uber provides 4 different travel alternatives to its users in Turkey since 

2014: economy (up to 4 users), premium (luxury vehicles), accessibility (special designed 

vehicles for disabled) and ridesharing (share fee with other users). In addition, UberX and 

UberXL provide more seats with bigger vehicles. Users may choose to pay an “upfront price” 

which is estimated as a likely cost before their travel, and it is a fixed fee for the selected route 

(Uber, 2018). Prices in Istanbul is given in Table 1 (http://uberestimate.com/prices/Istanbul/). 

Table 1: Uber ride fares in Istanbul (http://uberestimate.com/prices/Istanbul/) 

Uber Taxi (4 seats) Uber XL (6 seats) Uber Family (6 seats) 

Base Fare:  ₺4  (0.8284 $) 

Per Minute:  ₺0.385  (0.0797 $) 

Per Km:  ₺2.50 (0.5178 $) 

Cancellation Fee:  ₺5  (1.0355 $) 

Service Fees:  ₺0  0 $ 

Minimum Fare:  ₺10  (2.0710 $) 

Base Fare:  ₺4  (0.8284 $) 

Per Minute:  ₺0.20  (0.0414 $) 

Per Km:  ₺2.20  (0,4556 $) 

Cancellation Fee: ₺13  (2,6923 $) 

Service Fees:  ₺0  0 $ 

Minimum Fare: ₺13  (2,6923 $) 

Base Fare:  ₺14  (2,8994 $) 

Per Minute:  ₺0.20  (0.0414 $) 

Per Km:  ₺2.20  (0,4556 $) 

Cancellation Fee:  ₺13  (2,6923 $) 

Service Fees:  ₺0  0 $ 

Minimum Fare:  ₺13  (2,6923 $) 

 

On-demand transportation technology in Uber is the app that connects drivers and riders. The 

procedure it follows is given step by step in Uber web site (https://www.uber.com/en-

TR/about/how-does-uber-work/): 

- Step 1: A rider begins the procedure by opening the app. He/she enters the destination into 

the “Where to?” box on the screen. He/she taps each ride option to compare the alternatives 

according to wait time, car sizes, and price; then confirms the pickup location and then taps 

“Request”. 

- Step 2: The system matches the rider with a nearby driver. A driver sees the rider’s trip 

request and chooses to accept it. The rider is automatically notified when the taxi approaches. 

- Step 3: The driver picks up the rider. The ride begins after he driver and the rider verify each 

other’s names and the destination. 

- Step 4: The driver takes the rider to the destination. The app gives the driver the option to 

follow directions to reach the destination, so the driver can focus on getting there. 

- Step 5: Both driver and rider can leave ratings and reviews. At the end of each trip, drivers 

and riders may choose to rate each other. 

From the drivers’ side, Uber provides advantages in Istanbul, since Uber drivers do not have 

to get one of these expensive cab licences. This is one of the reasons that explains how Uber 

http://uberestimate.com/prices/Istanbul/
http://uberestimate.com/prices/Istanbul/
https://www.uber.com/en-TR/about/how-does-uber-work/
https://www.uber.com/en-TR/about/how-does-uber-work/
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attracts passengers mainly by offering low prices. However, unlike other cities, in Istanbul’s 

Uber’s charges are slightly more than conventional taxi cabs. Uber users claim that they have 

the advantages of travelling in clean vehicles with comfort, using technology and choosing 

among different price alternatives.  

Investors fear that competition from Uber will drive the licence price down. The story was the 

same in other parts of the world (https://www.economist.com/europe/2018/03/22/why-uber-in-

istanbul-is-costlier-than-a-cab). 

2.3 Who are the shareholders? Who are the opponents? 

Uber, owners of Uber vehicles and citizens in İstanbul are the shareholders, the opponents 

are traditional taxi cab drivers, Union of Taxi Drivers and Turkish government.  

 

Fig. 3: Hundreds of Turkish cab operators and drivers protest Uber in front of Istanbul 

Courthouse on March 12, 2018 (Koç, 2018) 

 

Fig. 4: Turkish cab operators and drivers wait for the result of the court case against Uber in 

front of Istanbul Courthouse on March 12, 2018 (Koc, 2018) 

 

The newspapers and TVs gave much news on Uber in March, 2018. An Uber driver said 

inside the van he drives “I work with the fear of getting physically assaulted by traditional taxi 

cab drivers every day”. Istanbul court considers two legal cases which are filed by taxi 

associations, arguing these app-based services undermine competition and break the law 

(Fig. 3) (Koç, 2018). A traditional taxi cab driver said “If the court rules against us, we will kill 

Uber drivers,” who saved up for 15 years to buy his own taxi plate license (Fig. 4). 
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Uber drivers are on high alert (Koç,2018): 

 A driver claimed that in his first month on the job he has been attacked three times, 

which included a fight with a taxi driver who tried to get into his car. He claimed 

“Sometimes I drive past my passengers as I see angry taxi cab drivers waiting for me 

on the side of the road”. 

 An investor said “My drivers are scared. Cab drivers attack them everywhere in 

Istanbul,” who is the owner of 52 Uber vehicles and 2 traditional cabs. He continued, 

“One of my drivers was just hospitalized due to brain concussion after getting beaten 

up at the main bus terminal.” 

 “My profit fell by 30 percent since Uber started its operations in Turkey”, said a taxi 

driver who paid for his taxi plate license by selling some land.  

 Lawyers representing traditional taxi cab operators are trying to capitalize on a rule that 

stipulates D2 license-holders must register passenger information with the government 

one hour before any trip. It is something Uber drivers could not do since they usually 

respond to calls within 15 minutes. It is only possible for rides to/from airport. Others 

revealed violent intentions. Chairman of the Chamber of Istanbul Taxi Operators said 

“he got assurances from Prime Minister that Uber is indeed breaking the law”. 

The Uber debate in Turkey finally attracted government into the fight. Drivers at the 

courthouse protest: “Uber! Get out of my country!” One of the drivers said he would stop 

voting for the government if Uber’s license is not revoked (Koç, 2018). 

2.4 What is the result of the protests? 

Any intervention of the Government side to an urban traffic problem is not common, however 

ridehailers paved this way by using government’s D2 certificates to find a hole in the wall. Taxi 

associations are now satisfied with the government’s new regulation to “prevent illegal 

passenger transportation” which is indeed the declaration of the “end of Uber” in Turkey. 

Istanbul Taxicab Merchants Chamber (ITEO) head claimed “We regard the new regulation as 

a positive step. We find it a deterrent measure. As of today, “Uber is finished”. If an Uber 

vehicle is caught by the police, a fine of 50 points (100 points in necessary to ban driving 

license) and 3,000 ₺ (618,9 $) will be applied. When the money is paid, the fine of 50 points 

will be cancelled. But if a vehicle is caught a second time under any circumstances, the 

certificates of the related firm will be revoked, and it will not be able to apply for a certificate for 

the next two years,” on May 29, 2018. “Many firms started to take back their D2 certificates 

that they have previously given to Uber drivers”.  

The government ordered a change in the Road Transport Regulation on May 25, 2018to 

increase the fines applied to D2 certificate holders who illegally serve as taxis. According to 

the new rules, a D2 certificate holder company caught carrying passengers illegally will be 

fined 3,000 ₺. If it re-occurs then the certificates related to all of the company vehicles will be 

revoked and the company will be put on a blacklist for two years, making it unable to apply for 

a certificate. 

On the other hand, Uber stated on May 30, 2018 “We want to work with all local stakeholders 

to improve urban mobility in Turkish cities and are fully committed to being a true partner to 

Turkey for the long term”, (http://www.hurriyetdailynews.com/new-regulation-in-turkey-finishes-

uber-say-taxi-drivers-132589). 
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The pressure from Istanbul taxi drivers, who said it was providing an illegal service and called 

for it to be banned, grew. President of Turkey declared that “Uber is over in Turkey” on June 1, 

2018. President Erdogan’s statement came just after new regulations were announced in 

recent weeks tightening transport licensing requirements, making it more difficult for drivers to 

register with Uber and threatening a two-year ban for violations, which were first announced 

by Prime Minister a few days ago. “This Uber thing emerged. That business is finished. That 

does not exist anymore. We have our own taxi system. Where does Uber come from? It is 

used in Europe but I do not care about that. We will decide by ourselves,” dent of Turkey said 

in a speech in Istanbul, who ran for re-election 

(https://www.independent.co.uk/news/business/news/uber-taxi-drivers-tayyip-erdogan-

istanbul-a8380566.html) 

Uber did not immediately response to his comment. After the transport licensing changes were 

announced Uber declared that it wanted to work with all sides to improve transport and to be 

“a true partner to Turkey for the long term”. Uber said that in Istanbul about 2,000 yellow cab 

drivers use its app to find customers, while another 5,000 work for UberXL, using large vans to 

transport groups to parties, or take people with bulky luggage to Istanbul’s airports.  

 

Fig. 5: “No Uber” sign in Bodrum (Sabah, 2018) 

Following the Uber ban in Istanbul, Uber drivers turned to Bodrum. TÜRSAB (Association of 

Turkish Travel Agencies) certified drivers protesting Uber vehicles heading to Bodrum printed 

"no Uber" behind their VIP vehicles. It is also announced that the documents and 

memberships will be cancelled if they collaborate with Uber. Uber vehicles who come to 

Bodrum aggrieved (Fig. 5) (https://www.sabah.com.tr/yasam/2018/06/06/uber-istanbulda-

yasaklaninca-rotalarini-bodruma-cevirdiler, 6.6.2018). 

2.5 Which forms of strategies are needed? 

To formulate strategies, we can also have a look at worldwide Uber experience:  

In Europe and North America, traditional taxi cabs also complained from Uber, which 

expanded (boomed) quickly beyond its original. This brought protests by taxicabs—including 

some in Paris that turned violent—and led to negotiations with national authorities and new 

laws aimed at having control. 
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Uber could not success in China, Europe and South East Asia market, and competition still 

goes on in India. However, it has significant success in US, Canada, Australia, Africa, Latin 

America, and the Middle East. Its global expansion strategy needs a revision with serious 

changes. So, what can be the strategies to expand in a country for. They are listed as: (Uber 

(https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/ubers-global-expansion-strategy-think-local-expand-work-manangi)?) 

What Uber has done wrong can be summarized as: 

 It should have recognized that China, India, and Europe and Turkey differ from the US 

case. 

 Each specific country should have been better examined at its practices and policies 

before getting into its market. Negotiations with decision makers should begin before 

beginning operation. 

 Instead of aggressive entry tactics, relationships with the various local unions that 

represent traditional taxi cab drivers should be built. 

 Uber does not acquire or partner with any of its local rivals. Instead it is trying to do 

everything on its own. 

This is summary of what Uber has done. The strategies that ridehailing service providers 

should follow can be;  

 Take each country as a different case and plan strategically the operation there, 

 Be ready for internationalization and get some partners from local market,  

 Instead of using tricky tactics, have a sincere cooperation with the authorities. 

 

3. Findings and conclusion 
The findings summarize well the Uber story in Istanbul:  

 the advantages submitted to the taxi users (comfort, clean vehicles, technology, price 

alternatives)  

 the struggle between traditional taxi cab drivers and technology based ridehailing 

services, (problems of pie sharing),  

 the protests from the local taxi riders side (very expensive taxi plates in Istanbul, very 

easy way of operating an Uber taxi for a driver) and,  

 the final situation after intervention of government side (government’s decision to stay 

on the traditional taxi cab drivers against global capital) is an “Uber ban” in Istanbul. 

As a conclusion, for the future of the ridehailing services in Istanbul, different parties of the 

problem can give different inputs to the solution: 

On ridehailers side; 

 Raidehailers should cooperate with Turkish transport authorities and local NGO’s (taxi 

drivers’ chambers) to find a common platform, 

 Ridehailers should be open to cooperation with local market representatives. 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/ubers-global-expansion-strategy-think-local-expand-work-manangi)
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On government side; 

 Be open to discussions on new forms of mobility, 

 Be ready to ever growing demands for technology based transport services, 

 Prepare plans for urban transport that cover all modes in a comprehensive manner in 

favor of transport users, 

 Take measures to regulate free market of taxi (including re-definining number of taxi 

plates by demand or completely cancelling limitations)) and plan a new market policy 

for transport users, 

 If necessary, subsidize traditional taxi drivers’ losts. 

On taxi users side; 

 Continue demanding better travel alternatives. 

As a conclusion, penetrating and providing customization to local markets is an expensive 

task which require significant financial background and a well prepared action plan. 
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